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INSTRUMENT/METHOD .....Optical sensor.. IDENTIFIER : (given by the data center)
NAME : Underwater Video Profiler (U.V.P.2a) ..........................................
Description of the main instruments/methods used at sea and in the laboratory during the
project.
Examples : CTD, Current meter, salinometer, sediment trap, spectrometer ...
LABORATORY (Owner of the instrument or who performs the method ):




06234 Villefranche sur mer...............................................................................................................................




INSTRUMENT NAME (60) : Underwater Video Profiler 2a (U.V.P.2a) commonly called PVM2 ............................
MANUFACTURER (60) : LOBEPM.................................................................................................................
MANUFACTURING DATE (10) : 1989 ............................................................................................................
SERIAL NUMBER (20) : 2a .............................................................................................................................
DESCRIPTION  (240) :
Version 2a of the UVP. Built for the study of MARINE SNOW and ZOOPLANKTON.
...........................................................................................................................................................................
...........................................................................................................................................................................
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS (240) :
1000 m operational depth
In situ recordings at 25 Hz
1 CCD V700E Sony camera (adjustable lens)
Marine snow mode with structured lights.
92 ?m ESD lower limit detection.
> 202 ?m ESD lower limit of size measurements.
Zooplankton mode with 150 W, 300 W or 400 W spots
COMMENTS (120)
INSTRUMENT TYPE (circle the main type) :
In situ Sensor (default) Transmitter/Receiver On board recorder
Drifter Towed platform Expendable sensor
OTHER ATTACHED EQUIPEMENT (in case of complex multi sensor:Paltform equipment) (10)
:SBE19 – SBE911 (according to the cruise)
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DATE  (of updating this form) : 01-22-04
MEASURED PARAMETER 1 CALIBRATION
DATE
CRUISES COMMENTS
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